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TLC’S LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD RETURNS FOR ITS 11th SEASON 

 The new season is filled with triumphs and bittersweet endings, all leading up to the wedding of Zach 
Roloff and Tori Patton 

 The new season of LITTLE PEOPLE BIG WORLD returns Tuesday, July 14 at 9/8c. Amy and Matt 
Roloff face new challenges on their continued journey as they raise four children-comprised of little and 
average-sized siblings-while dealing with emotional and operational challenges on their farm in Portland, 
OR. 

 This season we find the kids are grown and Jacob, the youngest and last child at home, is about to move 
out. In the midst of Matt and Amy’s evolving relationship and empty nests, there is also celebration and 
joy blossoming on the farm. Another Roloff family wedding is right around the corner. 

 Almost a year after Jeremy’s storybook wedding, his twin Zach is now preparing to get married. He has a 
distinct vision for his wedding day which sends Matt into a tailspin of activity to get the farm ready yet 
again. Throughout the flurry of activity in their lives the Roloffs always manage to tackle any obstacles 
that they encounter head on as a family.  

 Before the season premier, TLC will air the special “Jeremy and Audrey’s Journey To I Do,” on July 7
th
 at 

9/8c. Just last year Jeremy, married Audrey in a beautiful ceremony on the family farm. The two-hour 
special revisits the wedding, while the newly married couple shares stories and never before aired 
footage that will show fans what it takes to pull off a Roloff wedding.  

 LITTLE PEOPLE BIG WORLD is produced for TLC by The Studio, formerly Discovery Studios.  

 Fans can connect with the series at TLC.com/LPBW, and follow on social media at 
https://www.facebook.com/LittlePeopleBigWorld and by using the hashtag #LPBW. 

 About TLC 

Offering remarkably relatable real-life stories without judgment, the network celebrates the reality that 
“everyone needs a little TLC.” TLC’s hit series share everyday heart, humor, hope, and human 
connection with programming genres that include fascinating families, heartwarming transformations, and 
life’s milestone moments such as wedding-themed programs anchored by Say Yes To The Dress. In 
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2014, TLC was a top 10 cable network with women, with 30 series averaging 1 million P2+ viewers or 
more, including two series that averaged 3 million P2+ viewers or more: 19 Kids and Counting and The 
Little Couple. 

TLC is a global brand available in more than 95 million homes in the US and 303 million households 
in 190 markets internationally. A destination online, TLC.com offers in-depth fan sites and exclusive 
original video content.  Fans can also interact with TLC through social media on Facebook, Instagram, 
Pinterest and @TLC on Twitter as well as On Demand services, YouTube and mobile platforms. TLC is 
part of Discovery Communications (NASDAQ: DISCA,DISCB, DISCK), the world’s #1 pay-TV 
programmer reaching nearly 3 billion cumulative subscribers in 220 countries and territories. 
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